
COLLAGE COMPOSITION, A COMPROMISE BETWEEN ART AND DESIGNThere is something highly emotional and intriguing in staring at a collage illustration layout.Not only the viewer is compelled to find a hidden
message, but he also has to participate in an artistâ€™s silent manifesto. The artist uses collage to engage with a particular point of view using any tool he likes. No boundaries are allowed.The creativity resides in the
composition, which is how the artist chooses to assemble all the pieces. This creative process is what connects design with art.Collage composition is empowered to speak artistically to the viewer through a visual
language typical of a design approach.@ NATE KITCH â€“ The Guardian August 2018@ NATE KITCH â€“ Literatu Street Exhibition â€“ Philip Glass October 2017THE CREATIVE (MIXED-MEDIA) TECHNIQUE.While
staring at a collage layout, you may bump into typography, and letter fonts, painted figures, stuck objects, newspaper cutouts, glued items, and so on. We may also translate this into a final digital piece to give a
three-dimensional feeling to the artwork. Some creatives straightly use a digital approach by reproducing digitally the mixed feelings given by all the elements. The result is stunning, entirely unexpected, and very strong
as if all of those pieces were struggling before they finally encountered that final layout. They are yet happy there, in tune with one another.The importance of experimenting is to understand and explore all the possible
ways the elements may interact with one another.@ Lynne BrouwerTHE PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACHItâ€™s also a social and entirely psychological practice. Itâ€™s like when you get in a room for the first time. You
start by analyzing all the people in it. The first thing you will be asking is something elemental about them, like where you come from, and then you will start to stick with the ones you like the most trying to find the best
way to interact and possibly create some networking. Isnâ€™t this aÂ collage process?The process could be frustrating, but the final result will be healing and quite impressive.@ Montserrat Serra@ Montserrat
SerraFollow us to constantly explore creative tips&amp;tricks!&nbsp;The post Collage Composition Tips appeared first on Hue &amp; Eye.ABOUT SCOTT SUEMEScott Sueme was raised in Vancouver BC, where he
initially worked as a graphic artist and painter approaching the graffitiâ€™s subculture, for which he left his studies at the Emily Carr University in 2006Â  and to deepen his venture and carrier through art, design, and
installation painting. His choice was made to pursue a deeper understanding through first-hand experience.Today Scott has been commissioned to work with collaborators such as HCMA Architecture, P22d Design, and
The City of Vancouver. Recently, he has completed large-scale mural projects with The City of Vancouver and Hootsuite, wrapping a full 3 story building for the Vancouver Mural Festival (2016).@Scott Sueme, 2021 @S.
Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORKComing from a background in graffiti, Scott
has always seen his artistic carrier as an attempt to experiment and break boundaries. As a matter of fact, he undertook multiple mediums, and his process obtained more â€œhappy incidentsâ€• beyond an overly
polished product, to express his renewed spontaneous outlook, compelling him to explore the conceptual side of art juxtaposing materials and techniques. His attempt is to cause a reaction and to be edgy, so as to stand
out with a nonconventional artistic approach.CURRENT WORKSHe is today a skilled artist that found success with various commissioned projects relating to public art and corporate art ventured, and he also conveyed
with brand images such as Nike, Microsoft, VANOC and City of Vancouver. Scott currently works out of his studio in DTES in Vancouver BC as a freelance artist and graphic designer, showcasing his works on an
International level, aspiring to grow in the graffiti art world and further his technique and process.@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme
&#8211; HOMEWORK@S. Sueme &#8211; HOMEWORKHis series of work HOMEWORK will be on show at the Kimoto Gallery in Vancouver BC, from may 8th to June 9th, 2018.To know more about Scott Sueme, go
here.The post Scott Sueme | The Perception of Color appeared first on Hue &amp; Eye.ABOUT VASJEN KATROAlbanian visual designer Vasjen Katro likes challenges, so he took one named Baugasm. We are talking of
the exquisite aim of designing a poster for every 365 days of the year. All of the posters are daily published on his Instagram account, a true visual delight. You won&#8217;t be able to stop scrolling.Katro came to graphic
design through music. He was indeed an electronic music producer years ago. When he signed his first contract with the label, he just wanted to create the artwork for his first EP himself. At that time he already was into
photography and some image manipulation, but that was the first time he explored graphic design on a real product.Today Vasjen Katr doesnâ€™t limit himself to digital tools; he also enjoys using acrylic paint to create
patterns and textures for his posters &#8211; as you can see in this tutorial.BAUGASM: A-POSTER-A-DAYWith his most renowned project Bauguasm, Katro wanted to challenge himself to create something new each
day without cheating. As a matter of fact, he continued designing posters also while in the hospital (with the help of pain killers) recovering from two broken ribs. Creating posters let him to explore continuously the vast
potential of tools like Photoshop (his favorite), Illustrator, and Cinema 4D.Â  â€œCombining different software is the best thing ever because you have unlimited tools to play with and possible combinations.â€•, he
says.Kato likes to tell everyone that his poster-a-day project started out as just a crazy idea, but it has ended up being so much more.Day-80, @Visjen KatroDay-80, @Visjen KatroDay-33, @Visjen KatroDay-42, @Visjen
KatroDay-56, @Visjen KatroDay-138, @Visjen KatroDay-125, @Visjen KatroDay-138, @Visjen KatroDay-141, @Visjen KatroDay-168 &#8211; @Visjen KatroDay 238 -Visjen KatroDay 81 &#8211; @Vasjen
Katro&nbsp;LATEST WORKHis latest work is shown on Behance. It&#8217;s titled BLINK Y2126 part of Baugasm 2019, and it&#8217;s a dystopic vision of the advent of the Dark Era in the year 2126. The collection is
made of stunning 3D prints ofÂ  &#8230; perfect humanoids which run among humans as a tool of their own power to face this flawed world in the most effective possible way.Katro also works on commercial projects. For
instance created the astonishing Hectorman &#8211; Santa Cruz Baugasm Bicycle, or the campaign for the holographic makeup collection by MAC Cosmetics.Â Visit his website here.The post Vasjen Katro | Baugasm,
One Poster A Day appeared first on Hue &amp; Eye.ABOUT EWA MATYJAEwa Matyja grew up in a small town on the north side of Poland. Raised by her four older sisters, her house was continuously filled with energy
indeed.Ewa approached creativity at the age of six when she attended some art classes. Today she sees those times as if she was seeding and watering a plant that finally grew throughout the years. Hello Ewa, can you
briefly describe what you do and tell something about your technique?Â I am an abstract contemporary artist. I focus on large paintings, using mixed techniques. Mostly, each series is inspired by the place I currently live. I
tend to work on a series of paintings, to explore different media on each piece, I mainly work with acrylic paint, charcoal, pastels, mixed with collages, using raw, unprimed canvases, and papers where their natural look
can be a piece of art itself.&nbsp;And what drives you to make art? I worked at sales for a fashion retail company for most of my life and I knew I need to find a way to get out of my comfort zone and fully focus on
painting. Once I managed to do it, I knew I would dedicate fully every day of my life to it. Iâ€™m extremely grateful for the ability to do what I love. Art gave me incredible possibilities to travel the world, meet amazing
people, connect, and tell my story visually. Having a chance to create something that was never seen before can be thrilling, exciting but mostly beautiful. I will never give up on it.Â What is the main feature that has
changed in your works throughout the years? For me, painting is about exploring new techniques, mediums, and materials. Over a year ago I finally got good enough to allow myself to work with negative space to reveal
raw canvas as a part of my paintings. To finally feel comfortable and strong enough to show what was usually covered through many layers of paint felt great. It gave me many new opportunities and new challenges to
face. It is an exciting process to watch and experiment with.Â How long have you been working in this field?I am into art since my childhood but began painting full time only 4 years ago when I quitted my corporate job
and lifestyle. Today I follow the journey of discovering, testing, failing, and learning, an ongoing process to create better art.&nbsp;All the desires Emotions translatedMoon Energy&nbsp;Which artists most affected your
work? I admire so many artists for their talent, skills, and imagination and feel inspired by looking at their work. The ones that mostly affect my work are those who show courage with their art practice. The ones who break
the rules, or donâ€™t follow the rules, who try and examine in their own way, no matter what an art world will think about it. Starting with iconic artists like Cy Twombly, Basquiat, Willem De Kooning, Helen Frankenthaler,
and many others like them. &nbsp;And what, outside visual arts, inspires your practice? The current places I live in inspire me mainly, as well as the most unexpected little corners of the streets, architecture, culture,
people, nature. We are surrounded by beauty at every single corner and it is up to us how we perceive the world around us. The shapes of the waves created by the ocean, the amazing light given by the morning mist, the
cracks on old buildingsâ€™ walls, or the textures of stones and sand. Itâ€™s all like a melody to me, that I am trying to recreate in my paintings in my own way.&nbsp;Ewa, is there a specific way in which you would like
people to engage with your work? I wish the viewer may feel the emotions that I fill the painting with. I hope they can discover new elements in each painting. There are many layers in each piece and each of them
represents a current state of emotions and feelings, and I hope for those who see my work also to capture this.&nbsp;Finally, do you have anything exciting on the horizon?Â There are many exciting projects planned for
the near future, but because of the current pandemic situation, several exhibitions that were planned for the first months of 2020 were canceled or postponed. I prefer not to reveal too much and focus on creating new art.
The best way to stay up to date with new exhibitions and plans is to follow me on Instagram, where I share all the news.&nbsp;We will! But where do you see yourself in the future? I would love to see my future self in a
big bright studio, surrounded by art, artists, and friends. I wish the studio to be a place where we can gather, paint together, exchange ideas and thoughts.To view more of Ewa Matyja&#8217;s work, visit her website.   
&nbsp;The post Ewa Matyja | Exclusive Artist&#8217;s Interview appeared first on Hue &amp; Eye.WHO IS STINA PERSSON?Illustration artist Stina Persson currently lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden, with her
family. She turns her inspiration into drawing everything she is surrounded by, from people to nature, from objects to abstract moods or feelings. Looking at the whole picture rather than details defines her, both as a
person and an artist. Stina will never start working by focusing on a specific element. This is what makes her work look so beautifully unfinished.Stina draws for as long as she can remember. A genuine passion that led
her to enroll at the Pratt Institute in New York. But Stina did not stop there. She also studied Fine Art in Perugia, Italy, and later applied to study fashion at the Polimoda in Florence.Today, Stina Persson has exhibited her
work in several shows in New York and Japan, and her list of clients demanding her style is always on the rise. Nike &#8211; Reebok &#8211; Louis Vuitton &#8211; Veuve Clicquot &#8211; Lâ€™Oreal &#8211; O.P.I.
&#8211; UNIQLO &#8211; Bloomingdales &#8211; Macyâ€™s &#8211; Absolut Vodka &#8211; Microsoft &#8211; Sony Music &#8211; Vogue Japan &#8211; Cosmopolitan &#8211; Marie Claire, just to mention
few.&nbsp; STYLE AND TECHNIQUEHer specialty is watercolor and ink, but each of her illustrations implies her fluid style, whether itâ€™s cut paper, abstract art, or handwritten text.Her style is 
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